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1. Introduction
In wh-in-situ languages such as Japanese and Korean, the construction in (1), where a wh-word
and a Q-marker are in the embedded clause and another Q-marker is in the matrix clause, the whword is supposed to be associated with the first Q-marker (Q1 ). Thus, the Tokyo Japanese sentence
in (2) should give us only one interpretation; since the wh-domain ends at the embedded Q-marker, it
yields a matrix yes/no question interpretation with an embedded wh-question (embedded scope (ES)
reading) (see Nishigauchi 1990). However, Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002), Ishihara (2003), and some
subsequent researchers have claimed that Tokyo Japanese can override wh-islands by means of prosody.
Tokyo Japanese is a lexical pitch accent language (McCawley 1968, Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988,
a.o.). Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002) and Ishihara (2003) argue that the wh-domain in (1) is determined
by the range of eradication or reduction of pitch accent in Tokyo Japanese. That is, when pitch accent
eradication or reduction lasts until the second Q-marker (Q2 ) in (2), we get a matrix wh-question (matrix
scope (MS) reading). Thus, Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002) and Ishihara (2003) claim that there is a one-toone correspondence between prosody and interpretation: ES prosody corresponds to an ES interpretation
and MS prosody corresponds to an MS interpretation. I will call their hypothesis the one-to-one mapping
hypothesis.
(1)
[ ...

(2)

[ ...

wh

. . . V1 +Q1 ] . . . V2 +Q2 ]?

Tokyo Japanese
dare -o yonda-ka
] itta-∅ ]?
[ Jiro-wa [ Marina-ga
Jiro- TOP Marina- NOM who- ACC called/invited- Q said- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did Jiro say [whoi Marina called/invited ti ]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whoi did Jiro say [whether Marina called/invited ti ]]?’

The problem with the one-to-one mapping hypothesis is that Deguchi & Kitagawa’s (2002) and
Ishihara’s (2003) claim is based on their observations and judgments, as pointed out by Hirotani (2005).
Hirotani’s (2005) experiments showed that in fact, there is no one-to-one correspondence between
prosody and interpretation in Tokyo Japanese; ES prosody corresponds to only an ES interpretation,
but MS prosody corresponds to both ES and MS interpretations. Hwang (2015) also conducted a similar
experiment on Tokyo Japanese.1 Hwang (2015) claimed that there is a one-to-one mapping between
prosody and interpretation in Tokyo Japanese, but if we look at her data carefully, we can see that
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the results are similar to Hirotani’s (2005) data: ES prosody allows only an ES interpretation, but MS
prosody allows both ES and MS interpretations from an empirical standpoint. I will discuss the details
of Hirotani’s (2005) and Hwang’s (2015) experiments in the next section.
In this paper, I introduce the results of my perception survey in Minamida (2020), which investigates
the relationship between wh-prosody and interpretation in Osaka Japanese. My data suggest that the oneto-one mapping hypothesis is correct, but that (1) with MS prosody is ill-formed. The ambiguity that
seems to be found in (1) can be accounted for by pragmatics, which can be extended to the phenomena
discussed in Watanabe (1992) and Takahashi (1993). Section 2 presents my survey and discusses the
results. Section 3 discusses how my analysis in Section 2 can be applied to different phenomena. Section
4 concludes the paper.

2. Survey
In this section, I address the following questions, using my pilot survey in Minamida (2020). (a) Is
there a one-to-one mapping between wh-prosody and interpretation in Osaka Japanese? (b) Is (1) with
MS prosody well-formed? (c) What are the implications for Tokyo Japanese?

2.1. Previous studies
As mentioned in Section 1, Hirotani (2005) and Hwang (2015) conducted experiments to test
whether the one-to-one mapping hypothesis is correct. Here, I focus on Hirotani’s (2005) Experiment
5 and Hwang’s (2015) perception experiment on Tokyo Japanese. Their experiments were perception
experiments to see how Tokyo Japanese speakers interpret the construction in (1) with two different
prosodic patterns (ES and MS prosody).2 Note that Hirotani (2005) assumed that the crucial prosodic
cue that distinguishes ES prosody and MS prosody is the existence/absence of a prosodic boundary after
the first Q-marker, not the range of pitch accent eradication or reduction. I do not discuss this in this paper
because the two approaches are basically the same from an empirical standpoint (see the discussion in
Kitagawa & Hirose 2012). The task was forced-choice in both experiments: participants listened to each
sentence in Tokyo Japanese like (3) and chose an appropriate answer from two choices on the monitor
such as ‘Yes, he did.’ (yes/no answer) and ‘A car.’ (wh-answer), written in Japanese. No context was
provided. In both experiments, participants strongly preferred yes/no answers with ES prosody, while
they showed no strong preference between the two answer types with MS prosody.
(3)

Tokyo Japanese
[ John-wa [ Mary-ga
nani -o katta-ka ] kikimasita-ka ]?
John- TOP Mary- NOM what- ACC bought- Q asked- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did John ask [whati Mary bought ti ]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whati did John ask [whether Mary bought ti ]]?’

(Hirotani 2005, ex. (3, 7))

2.2. Osaka Japanese
In my survey, I used Osaka Japanese because it is the author’s native dialect and it has not been
tested for this phenomenon. My definition of Osaka Japanese in this paper is the varieties of Japanese
spoken in the Osaka metropolitan area or Kei-Han-Shin (Kyoto-Osaka-Kobe). Osaka Japanese is also
a lexical pitch accent language, but it has an H-beginning and L-beginning distinction (McCawley
1968, Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988, a.o.), which can be interpreted as initial register tones (see
the discussion in Frellesvig 2010). Osaka Japanese wh-words can be both H-beginning (e.g., dare ‘who’
HH) and L-beginning (e.g., nani ‘what’ LH). In Minamida (2020), I showed that Osaka Japanese uses
similar prosody to Tokyo Japanese for wh-scope marking in both H-beginning and L-beginning patterns.
There is a pitch reset after the first Q-marker in ES prosody. For pitch tracks, see the Appendix.

2

The participants of Hirotani’s (2005) experiment were just Japanese speakers. She did not limit them to Tokyo
Japanese speakers.
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2.3. Procedure
I used an online survey tool called PsyToolkit (Stoet 2010, 2017). I had eleven Osaka Japanese
speakers, most of whom were undergraduate students at Ritsumeikan University in Kyoto, Japan, but I
excluded the data from one participant because s/he could not finish the survey. As a control, I compared
the construction in (1) with the construction in (4), where the embedded complementizer is ±Q. Unlike
(1), (4) is structurally ambiguous without a doubt because when the wh-word is associated with the
matrix Q-marker, the embedded complementizer is −Q. I will call the structure in Osaka Japanese
corresponding to (1) the ka-construction as in (5) and the one corresponding to (4) the te-construction
as in (6) because of the embedded complementizer. -ka is a Q-marker, which is always +Q, while -te
(-tte in Tokyo Japanese) is ±Q because it is a so-called quotative complementizer. Note that -te with +Q
might be less acceptable than -ka with +Q for some speakers because -te is usually used as −Q.
(4)
[ ...

[ ...

wh

. . . V1 ±Q ] . . . V2 +Q ]?

(5)

Ka-construction in Osaka Japanese
dare
yonda-ka
] yuuta-∅ ]?
[ Jiro-wa [ Marina-ga
Jiro- TOP Marina- NOM who. ACC called/invited- Q said- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did Jiro say [whoi Marina called/invited ti ]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whoi did Jiro say [whether Marina called/invited ti ]]?’

(6)

Te-construction in Osaka Japanese
dare
yonda-te
] yuuta-∅ ]?
[ Jiro-wa [ Marina-ga
Jiro- TOP Marina- NOM who. ACC called/invited- C / Q said- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did Jiro say [whoi Marina called/invited ti ]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whoi did Jiro say [that Marina called/invited ti ]]?’

Figure 1: Survey screen
I made eight sentences, changing the lexical items in four positions in (5) and (6); the wh-word was
dare ‘who’ or nani ‘what’, the embedded verb (V1 ) was yonda ‘called/invited’ or morota ‘received’, the
embedded complementizer was -ka (+Q) or -te (±Q), and the matrix verb (V2 ) was yuuta ‘said’ or kiita
‘heard/asked’. The number of resulting sentences was not sixteen (24 ), but eight (23 ), because yonda
‘called/invited’ must be used with dare ‘who’ and morota ‘received’ must be used with nani ‘what’.
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The matrix subject was Jiro and the embedded subject was Marina in all sentences. I assigned ES or
MS prosody in Osaka Japanese to each sentence (8 × 2 = 16). Finally, I paired each stimulus with a
yes/no answer such as ‘Un, yuuta de. (Yes, (Jiro) said.)’ or a wh-answer such as ‘Taro. (Taro (name).)’
(16 × 2 = 32).3 Sixty-four filler items were also added to these thirty-two experimental items.
Recall that the perception experiments by Hirotani (2005) and Hwang (2015) were forced-choice
tasks. The problem with forced-choice tasks is that they cannot test how appropriate each answer type
is with respect to each stimulus. In order to overcome this, I used a 7-point Likert scale instead (1: least
appropriate ↔ 7: most appropriate). Participants rated how appropriate the answer on the monitor was
after listening to each recorded question by the author, a native speaker of Osaka Japanese. No context
was provided, but the picture4 in Figure 1 was shown. In the picture, “you” and “Hanako” are having a
conversation and Hanako is asking “you” a question.
Here are some predictions. If the one-to-one mapping hypothesis of Deguchi & Kitagawa (2002)
and Ishihara (2003) applies to Osaka Japanese, yes/no answers would be preferred with ES prosody,
while wh-answers would be preferred with MS prosody regardless of the embedded complementizer. If
Osaka Japanese behaves in a similar way as Tokyo Japanese as reported in Hirotani (2005) and Hwang
(2015), yes/no answers would be preferred with ES prosody, but the ratings for yes/no answers and the
ratings for wh-answers would be similar with MS prosody in the ka-construction.

2.4. Results
I converted the raw ratings into z-scores for each participant to eliminate scale bias and averaged the
z-scores for each condition with R (R Core Team 2018). Statistical significance was not tested because
I had only ten participants. Tables 1 and 2 show the average z-scores for ES prosody and MS prosody,
respectively. The data are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 with the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2016) in R.
The error bars in the figures are standard deviations.
The data show that with ES prosody, participants preferred yes/no answers in both the ka- and teconstructions. This was predicted because these conditions do not violate wh-islands. However, the
two constructions showed different behavior when the prosody was MS prosody. In the te-construction,
participants preferred wh-answers; this was also predicted because that construction does not involve
an island. In the ka-construction, on the other hand, neither answer type was strongly preferred, which
replicates Hirotani’s (2005) and Hwang’s (2015) results in Tokyo Japanese although the task in their
experiments was forced-choice.

Ka-construction
Te-construction

Yes/No answers
1.11 (0.56)
0.82 (0.89)

Wh-answers
−0.29 (0.83)
−0.38 (0.86)

Table 1: ES prosody: Average z-scores (standard deviations)

Ka-construction
Te-construction

Yes/No answers
0.19 (0.89)
−1.13 (0.61)

Wh-answers
−0.07 (0.81)
0.88 (0.61)

Table 2: MS prosody: Average z-scores (standard deviations)

3

I included “hybrid” answers (yes/no answer + wh-answer; e.g., ‘Yes, Taro.’) in the stimuli, but I present only
the results for yes/no answers and wh-answers in this paper for simplicity. The sixty-four filler items include these
items. For readers who are interested in the results for “hybrid” answers, the following are the z-scores (standard
deviations) for the four combinations: -ka + ES: 0.14 (0.85), -te + ES: −0.12 (0.80), -ka + MS: −0.16 (0.79), and
-te + MS: −0.14 (0.76). The data show that “hybrid” answers behave in a similar way as wh-answers except for -te
+ MS; “hybrid” answers were rated lower than wh-answers, but were rated higher than yes/no answers.
4
This picture is from Irasutoya (https://www.irasutoya.com/). I follow the terms and conditions addressed on the
website. The picture is copyrighted by Mr. Takashi Mifune.
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Figure 2: ES prosody
2
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Figure 3: MS prosody
The results of this survey show that the one-to-one mapping hypothesis by Deguchi & Kitagawa
(2002) and Ishihara (2003) does not hold, at least on the surface, in Osaka Japanese. Does this really
mean that there is no one-to-one correspondence between prosody and interpretation?

2.5. Ka-construction with MS prosody
After the main survey, I asked my participants to do a mini survey to test my hypothesis that
the structure in (1) (ka-construction) is ill-formed with MS prosody in Osaka Japanese because the
combination sounded unnatural to me. In fact, when I recorded the stimuli, I had a hard time uttering
this combination. Participants listened to ten stimuli from the main survey: two sentences from -ka
+ ES, -te + ES, and -te + MS and four sentences from -ka + MS. A 7-point Likert scale was used
(1: not natural at all ↔ 7: very natural) in this naturalness rating test. I just averaged the raw ratings
with R (R Core Team 2018) because this was an informal survey. The following were the mean ratings
(standard deviations): 6.75 (0.55) for -ka + ES, 2.38 (1.73) for -ka + MS, 5.4 (1.79) for -te + ES, and
5.95 (1.23) for -te + MS. The ka-construction with MS prosody was rated substantially lower than the
other combinations, which agrees with my judgments.5 Some might point out that the difficulty I had
5

One anonymous reviewer suggests that -ka + MS is just harder for speakers to access than the other three. My
survey asked participants to judge naturalness, not ease of comprehension, but of course we cannot rule out the
possibility that some processing factor accounts for the reduced naturalness of -ka + MS. I plan to investigate this
possibility in future work.
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uttering the sentences could have affected participants’ reaction to them, but I did my best to use the
same MS prosody that I used for the te-construction. The data show that there is a one-to-one mapping
between prosody and interpretation; ES prosody corresponds to an ES interpretation, while MS prosody
corresponds to an MS interpretation. (1) with MS prosody is ungrammatical.
Given that the ka-construction with MS prosody is ill-formed, I propose the following hypothesis
for how participants reacted to this combination in my survey. Recall that they did not show a strong
preference between the two answer types. Since participants did not know that ill-formed stimuli were
involved in the survey, they tried to do their best when they encountered those stimuli. Since they
could not use both the embedded Q-marker -ka and MS prosody as cues, they used either one of them
to interpret the ill-formed questions as in (7). As a result, no strong preference was shown between
the two answer types. From the individual responses to the stimuli, most participants seemed to use
both strategies, but use of Strategy II in (7b) was confirmed by the comment of one of the participants,
saying that s/he interpreted the ka-construction with MS prosody as if it were the te-construction with
MS prosody. The analysis proposed here can be extended to Hirotani’s (2005) and Hwang’s (2015) data
in Tokyo Japanese if the participants of their experiments found the ka-construction with MS prosody
unnatural.
(7)

a.

Strategy I: Ignore MS prosody and interpret the questions with the embedded Q-marker -ka.
(= yes/no questions)

b. Strategy II: Ignore the Q-marker -ka and interpret the questions with MS prosody. (= whquestions)

2.6. “Super-informative” answers
The claim that (1) is ambiguous comes from Deguchi & Kitagawa’s (2002) and Ishihara’s (2003)
observation that it allows both ES and MS prosody in Tokyo Japanese. Let us assume that as in Osaka
Japanese, (1) with MS prosody is ill-formed in Tokyo Japanese. In fact, this combination in Tokyo
Japanese sounds unnatural to me although experimental data are required to support my judgments.
I assume that this ill-formed combination might sound acceptable for some Tokyo Japanese speakers
because the distinction between ES and MS prosody in Tokyo Japanese might be less salient than the
distinction between the two prosodic patterns in Osaka Japanese given the fact that Tokyo Japanese has a
less complicated tone system (see Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988); as mentioned in Section 2.2, Osaka
Japanese has pitch accent and register tones, while Tokyo Japanese has only pitch accent. It is possible
that Tokyo Japanese speakers are less attentive to prosody than Osaka Japanese speakers because of this
difference.
I suggest one more possibility; some Tokyo Japanese speakers misunderstand that (1) is ambiguous
because it allows what I will call “super-informative” answers that look like wh-answers. For example,
the sentence “Did Mary say who bought the book?” is the English version of (1). It is a matrix
yes/no question with an embedded wh-question, but a speaker may answer this question with a “superinformative” answer such as “Yes, Bill” by giving a value for the variable associated with the embedded
wh-word.
Let us take a look at the Osaka Japanese data in Section 2.4 again. We found out that with ES
prosody, wh-answers were dispreferred in both constructions and that with MS prosody, yes/no answers
were dispreferred in the te-construction in Osaka Japanese. If we compare them, we can see that
participants rated the former (−0.29 for -ka and −0.38 for -te) slightly higher than the latter (−1.13).
This suggests that they are not equally unacceptable and that the difference comes from the availability
of “super-informative” answers to yes/no questions. If this analysis is correct, the results of my survey
show that some speakers allow this kind of “super-informative” answer even without a context because
I did not provide any context. I plan to do further surveys/experiments in the future to test whether
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my hypothesis is correct because my data do not directly show that an MS interpretation in (1) is a
“super-informative” answer to a yes/no question.6

3. Implications
In the previous section, I showed that (1) is not ambiguous according to my survey data and
suggested the possibility of “super-informative” answers to yes/no questions. My data were in Osaka
Japanese, but were similar to Hirotani’s (2005) and Hwang’s (2015) data in Tokyo Japanese. In this
section, I discuss other issues relevant to the construction in (1).
Watanabe (1992) observes that pair of sentences as in (8) have a contrast as to whether the embedded
wh-word nani ‘what’ can violate Subjacency; the violation in (8a) with another wh-word in the matrix
clause is more acceptable than the one in (8b). Watanabe claims that this contrast can be explained if
we assume that there are two levels of wh-movement and that only the first level of movement needs
to obey Subjacency. (8a) is better because the wh-movement of the matrix wh-word does not violate
Subjacency. Note, however, that I get only the canonical interpretations from (8a) and (8b); (8a) is
a matrix wh-question with an embedded wh-question, while (8b) is a matrix yes/no question with an
embedded wh-question.
(8)

Tokyo Japanese
a.

[ John-wa [ Mary-ga
nani -o katta-kadooka ] dare -ni tazuneta-no ]?
John- TOP Mary- NOM what- ACC bought- Q
who- DAT asked- Q
‘[Whoi did John ask ti [whether Mary bought what]]?’

nani -o katta-kadooka ] Tom-ni tazuneta-no ]?
b. ??[ John-wa [ Mary-ga
Tom- DAT asked- Q
John- TOP Mary- NOM what- ACC bought- Q
‘[Whati did John ask Tom [whether Mary bought ti ]]?’
(Watanabe 1992, exs. (15a, b))
Takahashi (1993) also observes that when the wh-word in (1) is moved to the matrix clause as in (9),
we get only an MS interpretation, and claims that the wh-fronting in (9) is wh-movement, not scrambling,
because wh-movement cannot be reconstructed at LF unlike wh-scrambling. However, this judgment is
suspicious because Ishihara (2002) and I can get the ES interpretation from (9).
(9)

Tokyo Japanese
[ Nanii -o John-wa

[ Mary-ga

ti tabeta-ka ] siritagatteiru-no ]?

what- ACC John- TOP Mary- NOM
ate- Q
want to know- Q
MS reading: ‘[Whati does John want to know [whether Mary ate ti ]]?’
(Takahashi 1993, ex. (4b))
We can give a different account to explain these phenomena if we consider “super-informative”
answers to (1). That is, “super-informative” answers may be even more readily available for (8a) and
(9). In (8a), because of the wh-word in the matrix clause, the addressee might also want to answer the
embedded wh-question as a form of parallelism. For (9), let us consider the wh-fronting in the sentence to
be scrambling as in Ishihara (2002). The fronting of the wh-word should get attention from the addressee
because there must be a reason for the fronting and the fronting makes the fronted wh-word particularly
prominent. One anonymous reviewer pointed out that in (9), a constituent answer (= “hybrid” answer in
my terminology; see footnote 3) such as “Yes, an apple” is harder due to the matrix verb siritagatteiru
‘want to know’. This verb is perhaps better translated as wonder as in Hwang (2015). I suggest that

6

The results of the main survey may support the view that the supposed MS reading for (1) is in fact a reading
associated with a “super-informative” answer to a yes/no question. As I indicated in footnote 3, “hybrid” answers
and wh-answers showed similar results with ES prosody. This suggests that some participants might have interpreted
wh-answers as “hybrid” answers.
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some Tokyo Japanese speakers cannot distinguish a “super-informative” answer from the answer to a
true wh-question. To date, there have been no attempts to experimentally verify Watanabe’s (1992)
and Takahashi’s (1993) readings to my knowledge. The data from my survey show that at least some
pseudo-MS readings are the result of some speakers’ tendency to be more cooperative, from a Gricean
standpoint, than the syntax of the question requires. The same factors may be at work in (8a) and (9). I
leave this issue for future research.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, I showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between prosody and interpretation
at least in Osaka Japanese. ES prosody corresponds to an ES interpretation, while MS prosody
corresponds to an MS interpretation. (1) gives us only an ES interpretation because it is ill-formed
with MS prosody, but it gives us what look like wh-answers, which I call “super-informative” answers.

Appendix: Wh-prosody in Osaka Japanese
I recorded one female Osaka Japanese speaker (not the author) with Praat (Boersma 2001) to see
how wh-prosody is represented in Osaka Japanese. As mentioned in Section 2.2, wh-words in Osaka
Japanese have two tone patterns; for example, dare ‘who’ is H-beginning (HH), while nani ‘what’ is
L-beginning (LH). I asked the participant to read the two sentences below with ES and MS prosody. I
used the te-construction because it is clearly ambiguous. In the figures, we can see that the peak F0 value
of the wh-word is boosted and that there is a pitch reset at the embedded complementizer -te when the
prosody is ES prosody, while there is no pitch reset when the prosody is MS prosody. For more details
about the recording and analysis, see Minamida (2020).
(A1)

H-beginning dare ‘who’
dare
Minoh-ni yonda-te
] yuuta-∅ ]?
[ Jiro-wa [ Marina-ga
Jiro- TOP Marina- NOM who. ACC Minoh-to invited- C / Q said- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did Jiro say [whoi Marina invited ti to Minoh]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whoi did Jiro say [that Marina invited ti to Minoh]]?’

(A2)

L-beginning nani ‘what’
nani
Nagao-ni
morota-te
] yuuta-∅ ]?
[ Jiro-wa [ Marina-ga
Jiro- TOP Marina- NOM what. ACC Nagao-from received- C / Q said- Q
ES reading: ‘[Did Jiro say [whati Marina received ti from Nagao]]?’
MS reading: ‘[Whati did Jiro say [that Marina received ti from Nagao]]?’

Figure A1: Dare ‘who’ with ES prosody
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Figure A2: Dare ‘who’ with MS prosody

Figure A3: Nani ‘what’ with ES prosody

Figure A4: Nani ‘who’ with MS prosody
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